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Case History of: BT
Age: 34
Sex (Biological): M Gender (Identify as): M
Height: 5' 9”/175cm
Weight: 135 lbs/61.2 kg
BP: unknown
HR: unknown

Chief Complaint: Stress/anxiety/emotional volatility
• Client would like to be able to better manage the emotional stress he experiences
• To feel more in control of his emotions
• To ease the tension in his body

Client fears/concerned that if not managed, could lead to “Long term negative consequences”
Also reports that the condition is “negatively impacting” his life
Client feels he is in a chronic stress state experienced as lower abdominal tension and cramping (see Gastrointestinal 
System), upper body muscular tension and headaches (see Musculoskeltal System) and a growing need for social isolation 
(see Social History).

History of Present Complaint/Illness/Condition:
• Parents separated when client was 7 years-old. “Life became scattered”.
• Client experienced his initial high emotional volatility state at the age of 24 when living with and caring for his two

brothers (ages 14 and 21). He believes he traumatized them both and caused harm which he continues to feel guilt 
and remorse for. He admits that he had taken on responsibilities he was not skilled for and his frustration in his 
inability to manage caused his stress levels to “go through the roof.” Reaching his breaking point he lashed out at 
his brothers and physically hurt them.

Client describes his current stress state as 11\10 “I have no reserve”and his anxiety is triggered by the following:
• A shocking and unexpected 3-1/2 year long relationship break-up two months ago in which two young children 

were involved. He became very close and attached to the children and feels “devastated” from the grief and loss. 
Client admits to feeling “raw emotionally” and “heart-broken”.

• “ Everything COVID”
• Current living situation is unstable in that the property on which he resides has been sold to a developer and an 

eviction notice is inevitable but the time-frame is unknown. He and his roommates were served an illegal eviction 
notice Christmas eve 2020 which initiated the client to research tenant rights and fight for their home. “We won, 
but it took a lot out of me.”

• “Stupid people in general”
• “Everything”

Client expresses that he is feeling hopeful in his “new reality” since the relationship break-down, where he is able to sense 
more freedom and joy “mixed in with the other emotions”. 

 To calm the tension, the client reports: 
• Withdrawing entirely from social situations “in order to keep both myself and others safe”
• Staying home in a dark room or in the greenhouse with plants.
• Distracting himself with u-tube or “other computer watching modalities”.
• Using cannabis on an “as needed basis” (see Social History)
• Using alcohol although “not so much” (see Social History)
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Past Medical History: 
• Orthodontic surgery and braces from 13-16 years.
• Concussed playing rugby at age 13. Does not remember losing consciousness but was pulled from the game and 

thinks it “took a few days to recover”.
• Celiac test at age 31. Result: negative
• “Diagnosed” with IBS at age 32 by family Dr.
• Sigmoidoscopy as a result of the IBS diagnosis. Result: Clear.
• Diagnosed with hernia. Surgery scheduled for October 2020.
• Has not sought out mental health support from the medical system. When asked, the client stated, “Never 

considered they'd be helpful”

Current Medications/Supplements/Herbs:
• Cannabis. Homegrown 1/2 gm or less per day taken in “1/4 gm doses in one large bong toke” for anxiety at the end

of the day.
• Celestial Seasonings brand Sleepytime Tea as required for falling to sleep.
• Ibuprofen as last resort for pain and inflammation
• Catnip tea (homegrown) at the beginning of each day to “stop myself from committing road rage”
• Herbal healing salve (locally made) for numerous cuts and bruises from landscaping work. (Ingredients: Calendula 

flower, comfrey root, chickweed, lavender, goldenseal, black cottonwood, St. John's wort,self heal and yarrow)
• Herbal Relief oil (locally made) for muscle aches and joint pain. (Ingredients: St John's wort flower, dandelion 

flower cottonwood bud infused oil and flower essences of self heal, gorse and rescue remedy)

Client reports that the herbal remedies (salve and oil) work when he applies them consistently and often but reports he is 
skeptical as he thinks the healing comes “mostly from the attention”.
He has no doubt about the efficacy of the teas.

Family History:
• First generation Canadian on his mother's side of  mixed European descent.
• Fourth generation Canadian on his father's side from England.
• Father: Age 66. retired. Prostate cancer 15 + years ago. Treated with surgery. Currently cancer free. Health good 

but “pretty stressed”. Client reports that his father has consistently been in over-active stressed states since he could
remember. He explains that his father doesn't deal with it and “it eats him up” as he has never shown or developed 
stress coping skills.

• Paternal GF: Passed in his 80s. “Cancer in kidneys?” Also had prostate cancer. Was treated and “another form of 
cancer appeared later in his life”.

• Paternal GM: Passed in her 90s in a high mental acuity state. “She was healthy, got sick and quickly died, solving 
crossword puzzles up to the day of her death”. 

• Mother: Age 61. “Healthy although I think she suffers from similar melancholy that I do”, also mentions that there 
is mental health issues in his mother's family, and sums it up as,  “a rash of suicides.”

• Maternal GF: Passed in his 80s from “heart or blood something”. The client reports not knowing much about his 
maternal grandparents.

• Maternal GM: Alive. Living alone. Age and condition and history unknown. 
• Full blood brother: Age 30. Highly stressed. Smokes tobacco and consumes alcohol. “Maybe leaning into a 

drinking problem”.
• Half brother: Age 24. (Same Mother) Smokes tobacco and cannabis. Not a consumer of alcohol.  Healthy. 

Working. But not very social. Client reports although they live in the same city, they rarely get together so is 
unaware of his brother's health issues if any.

Social History:
Client currently rents a full house with yard, greenhouse and garage with two female roommates. Roommates have a dog. 
He has a cat. The relationship with the roommates is “copacetic, cordial and good”. That he will have to move is very 
stressful, he says, as his rent is so affordable.
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He has a good male friend who he gets together with once a week to, “swim in the ocean, jam, eat and talk.
The client is a self employed landscaper which has been his career for 15 years. He works 6-7 hrs, 5 days per week, 10 
months a year or “as much as I can manage. Sometimes more, sometimes considerably less.” He says he can manage 
financially with his schedule and that it in itself does not cause him stress. He feels grateful that he operates his own 
company and has such great clients who support him.
He misses playing team sports (Goalie in ice hockey/slowpitch) since COVID as that was a way for him to relief stress. The 
client reports that he was serious about his full day preparation time for goal-tending each game. He played three games per 
week and thinks that it was a major contributor to his chronic pain and inflammation he had suffered with in the past and 
jokes that as  much stress it relieved for him it also added stress.
Client describes himself as, “reliable and loyal in all relationships”.
Has smoked cannabis since 16 “fairly consistently” (1/2gm or less everyday) which accounts for most of his cannabis 
consumption he reports. Generally he consumes 3gms/week and takes extended breaks except in the last week his 
consumption is 1/2 to 1/4gm per day as previously noted.
The quality varies. It has been homegrown for the last two years but now he buys organic sativa. Which he reports helps 
with reducing anxiety.
Alcohol use is currently 2 local craft beer a day. Although in COVID he reports that being more like three/day. 
A 3-1/2 year relationship with a woman and her two children came to an abrupt end two months ago, although the client was
feeling “a rift widening in how we were communicating”. But feels a strong loss over the children. He and the children have
got together twice since the breakup and although challenging to organize, the client feels hopeful that as long as the 
children want to stay in contact, he is willing.
He reports that the relationship “was all consuming” however, now he is experiencing much more freedom and joy hanging 
out more with his roommates and best friend, playing his drums, spending time with his bonsai  hobby and his cat.

Review of Systems:

Cardiovascular: Client notes a major decline in CV health and regular fitness during COVID and feels he is “still 
recovering.” Otherwise WNL

EENT: Chronic ear infections as a child treated with “banana flavoured syrup”/ antibiotics. But has not had ear infections 
since childhood and perhaps two doses of antibiotics in the last ten years.
Client wears prescription glasses and soft contact lenses for Ophthalmologist diagnosis of (minor) Keratoconus, a miss-
shaping of the cornea.
He experiences “a show of fireworks” in his vision after extreme physical release, such as handstand, a hard goalie save, 
etc. Which take 30 seconds or more to settle. Also the client reports that it takes 20 minutes “more or less” for his vision to 
clear upon waking.
He doesn't seem to think he has floaters in his eyes.
Client reports having chronic apthous ulcers (cancer sores) especially recently.
Also herpes labialis (cold sores) on occasion especially during times of expected stress.
Went through major orthodontic work when in his teens as previously noted

Endocrinological: Experiencing a state of chronic stress. Client reports body temperature running “warm to hot”, desires 
cool and cold and reports that air temperatures over the mid 20s (Celsius) are “disabling”.
He also experiences “raging night sweats” 5-6 nights a week.
Hands and feet tend to be hot and sweaty.
Energy levels fluctuate but generally crash after eating or by mid-day “right at rush-hour”.
He also reports as never being a “good sleeper”

Gastrointestinal: Client reports that he has had GI issues his whole life or cannot remember ever having a normal bowel 
movement.
Associates his GI trouble with stress: when he keeps his stress down and his diet “clear”, his GI tract will not cause him so 
much grief.
Bowel movements are currently soft to liquid in form (Bristol Stool Chart: 6-7). Number of bowel movements in a day vary 
depending on stress levels and diet. (2/day to “on the toilet all day”). 
Wakes with “Cock's Crow Diarrhea”. Difficult to start, liquid throughout and not feeling completed when finished. The 
colour changes with diet, from dark to light to green to yellow often containing undigested food, “especially the nightshade 
family”. He says they are “foul-smelling” at least 1/2 of the time.
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Client reports that he has hemorrhoids and that if he sees blood in the toilet only one or three times a week, “that's great”.
He is aware of low FODMAP foods and finds that blackberries and avocados are “nevers” as he will pass them in less than 
an hour with heavy cramping. Experimenting with and following some of the restrictions of the low FODMAP foods has 
been helpful.
Client reports he has reduced his dairy intake. Cheese makes him “fart a lot” and  has no lactose testing.
Client describes an IBS/GI flair-up as follows:

• Prolonged lower section bi-lateral abdominal pain, “feels like diarrhea coming but not out of rectum but all 
sphincters open and flowing fast.”

• Cramping, piercing, aching pain
• Often very audible
• Diarrhea often and prolonged: soft stool to liquid for two days and longer usually until diet changes
• Bright red blood from internal hemorrhoids is seen more often than not in a flair-up.
• Stress and tension contribute to the attacks

Genito-urinary: Urine clear and light in colour. Voids 2-3 times a day. Since COVID, client reports to not  having many 
toilet options so his “day-time peeing” has suffered. He says he “pees a lot” once he gets home” and feels satisfied.

Musculoskeletal: Client complains of large muscle groups in his upper body (shoulders, chest forearms, cramping as if 
“mad flexing”. This occurs in times of stress.
He had injured his right shoulder last December (2020) which he feels he has recovered 90%.
Suffers from headaches “all the time” explaining that he only noticed he was in “low chronic pain” when he committed to 
daily journal entries about his gut pain. 
Headaches are not always obvious “until they are” when they last 48-72 hours. 
Described as: along frontal brow and temples. Sometimes only the back of the skull.
Stabbing pain. Heat makes it worse. Dark and quiet is best.
The client reports there is no particular time or reason or trigger for the lasting headaches.
“Time relives them. So does removing myself from people.”
They are stationary. Do not move around. 

Immune: He rarely suffers from allergies and his wounds heal quickly although he comments, the fact he injures himself, 
“is more of a deal” than the injury.

Respiratory: WNL

Psychological:  See Chief Complaint

Skin: Clear, tan, oily. Few dark moles.

Sleep: 7 hours a night. Feels rested in the morning. Rarely wakes to pee. Finds that his sleep hygiene has improved 
considerably since the ending of his relationship. He no longer wakes up to children at night and he sleeps at his own house 
throughout the week. He has been sleeping outside for a month and feels that really has helped his quality of rest. He notes 
that he has had to work on his sleep a lot during his life as he “has never been a good sleeper”

Three Day Diet Journal including beverages and water intake:
Client comments that he eats “with mindfulness” chewing his food slowly, focussing on the food rather than other 
things etc. He says that this practice alone has helped his GI track the most.
He drinks tap water cold or cool apx 1-2 litres a day.
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MEAL DAY ONE DAY TWO DAY THREE
AM Breakfast Organic store bought 

kombucha (30ml)
Organic Coffee, cane 
sugar and cream (stove-
top espresso)
2 Croissants

Same Organic coffee, cane 
sugar, cream
2 mandarin oranges
30ml Kombucha in 350 
ml soda water

Snack 1 slice of purchased pizza 
“spicey Mexican” ground 
beef tomato jalapeno

Sausage and egg
english muffin
hashbrowns
coffee/sugar/cream

“COVID” vaccine

PM Lunch 1 chicken thigh 
garden (home grown) 
greens
arugula and chard mostly

Beef sausages
hash browns
garden greens (chard 
mostly) 

Snack A few mouthfuls of water Beer (sour)
Beer (tall can)
Local craft brew

PM Dinner Hamburger/white bun
potato fries
garden greens
kombucha 
1 beer
1 caesar 
(vodka/clamato/hot 
pepper pickles)

Same as previous night Same as previous night 
with out the beer

Bedtime Snack 30 ml kombucha with 350
ml soda water
hamburger 

2 glasses of water
gin lemon mint squash

Lots of tap water

Physical Assessment: Slight build. Light frame. Quick reactions and body movements. Voice powerful and loud. Face 
bright, intelligent inquisitive emotionally responsive. Bright blue eyes. 

Images of Tongue 
Images of right and left iris
Paperwork/Lab results to submit: none available
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